l Introduction* It is well-known that the properties of regularity (includes TO and complete Hausdorff (every pair of distinct points can be separated by a real-valued continuous function) are independent of each other and yet, are implied by completely regularity (includes TΊ) and imply Urysohn (every pair of distinct points can be separated by closed neighborhoods). In §2 a method of distinguishing between regular and completely Hausdorff is developed by defining a class of separation axioms S(a), one for each ordinal a > 0. This class can be thought of as a measuring rod since it is linearly ordered in the sense that an S(β) space is S(a) if β ^ a. In particular, if w Q denotes the first infinite ordinal and w t the first uncountable ordinal, we prove that a regular space is S(w 0 ) but not necessarily S(w 0 + 1) whereas a completely Hausdorff space is S(a) for any ordinal a < w t but not necessarily S(wJ In §3 we study and characterize minimal S(cή and S(α)-closed spaces. Known results about minimal topological spaces, cf. [8] , are extended, and a new approach to minimal regular spaces is provided. Surprisingly, for a limit ordinal a > 0, a minimal S(ά) space is regular, and a space is minimal regular if and only if it is minimal S(w 0 ) even though the concepts of regularity and S(w 0 ) are not equivalent. A space is shown to be regular-closed if and only if the space is regular 327 and S(w 0 )-closed. S(w 0 ) spaces are shown to be densely embeddable in S(^0)-closed spaces even though the corresponding fact for regular spaces is false. We conclude the section by proving that a space that is the countable union of nowhere dense, compact sets is not Katetov-S(^) for any finite ordinal n > 0; this theorem, for n -1, was recently proved, independently, by Mioduszewski [21] .
The extension theories for regular spaces, like the extension theories for completely regular spaces, are either completion theories [20] or topological theories [14] One topological theory (the only one as far as we know) is that of regular-closed extensions. Harris characterizes the regular-closed extensions of a regular space by first generalizing Smirnov's proximities for completely regular spaces to a proximity (called ί?-proximity) compatible with the topology of a regular space. One of the liabilities of the regular-closed extension theory for regular spaces, as observed by Harris, is that some regular spaces have no regular-closed extensions. In §4, we prove that any topological extension theory without this defect must have one of the assets of the regular-closed extension theory as a liability. We develop a topological extension theory for regular spaces which bypasses the defect of the regular-closed extension theory by using a mixture of i?-proximities of Harris [14] and a completion method by Leader [20] .
A An extension of X is a space Y in which X is a dense subspace; for a topological property P, an extension Y of X is a P-extension if Y possesses property P. In particular, a regular extension Y of X is a regular (includes Hausdorff) space Y which is an extension of X. Let Z and Y be extensions of X; Z is projectively larger than (resp. injectively larger than, isomorphic to) Y if there is a continuous surjection /: jj-* Y (resp. embedding /: Y-»Z, homeomorphism /: Z-+ Y) that leaves X pointwise fixed, i.e., f(x) = x for x e X. Let & be a class of extensions of a space X. Then "isomorphism" is an equivalence relation on If, and we consider isomorphic extensions as the same extension. Also, "projectively larger" and "injectively larger" are preorders on gf, and the terms protective maximums, injective maximums, protective maximals, and injective maximals refer to maximum and maximal elements relative to these preorders on g% Let P be a topological property. A space X with property P is called P-closed (resp. minimal P) if X is a closed subspace in every P-space in which it is embedded (resp. has no strictly coarser Ptopologies). A space is Katetov-P if it has a coarser minimal P topology. Much of the known results about P-closed, minimal P, and Katetov-P spaces are presented in [8] .
A filter on a space X is called open if it is generated by a filter base of open sets. A regular filter on X is an open filter that is generated by a filter base of closed sets. A completely regular filter ô n X is an open filter with the property that for each TJe^ there is 7e^ and a real-valued continuous function / such that f(V) = {0} and f(X\U) S {1}. The adherence of a filter j^~ on a space X is Γ\{clF: Fe^~] and denoted as a(^~). A filter with void adherence is called free, otherwise it is called fixed. The neighborhood filter of a point x in a space is denoted as ^Vl.
The symbols JV, Z, and R are used to denote, respectively, the set of positive integers, and real numbers.
2* Basic properties of S(ά).
Two filters ^ and & on a space X are called R(a)-separated (respectively, U(ά)-separated) for an ordinal a > 0 if there are open subfamilies {F β : β < a] £ ^* and {G^: /9 < α} £ Sf such that F Q nG 0 = 0 (resp. cl F o n cl G o = 0} and for 7 + 1 < a, cl G r+1 £ G r and cl F r+1 g F r ; sometimes, we say that the open subfamilies are JS(α)-separated (resp. ί7(α)-separated). Corresponding to the definitions in [P], a space X is said to be R(a) (respectively, U(a)) if for every pair of distinct points x, y e X, â nd ^4^ are i?(α)-separated (resp. ?7(α)-separated). For a Ξg; w 0 , it is easy to verify that R(ά) and U(a) are equivalent concepts; so, for notational convenience, the symbols R{a) and U(ά) for a ^ w 0 are replaced by a single symbol S(α) and for ne N, R(n) is replaced by S(2n -1) and U(n) is replaced by S(2w). In particular, for neN, our separation axiom S(n) corresponds to T n defined in [V] .
The following facts are straightforward to prove and left to the reader.
(2.1) For each ordinal a > 0, an S(a + 1) space is S(a).
(2.2) A space is Hausdorff if and only if it is S(ΐ) and is Urysohn if and only if it is S(2).
(2.3) A regular Hausdorff space is S(w Q ) and a completely Hausdorff space is S(ά) for any ordinal a < w x . (2.7) The semiregularization of an S(ά) space is also S(ά).
(2.8) S(a) is an expansive property, i.e., a topology finer than an S(a) topology is also S(a).
The results of (2.3) It is trivial to verify that a space with weight ^ ^ or with a dense subset of cardinality ^ V$ satisfies the ^-Suslin condition. Thus, it follows from Theorem 2.9 that the space of real numbers with the usual topology is S(a) for a < w ι but is not £(Wi).
We now give an example of a regular space that is not S(w 0 + 1) and an example of a S(a) space that is not S(a + 1). EXAMPLE 2.10. Let a, β be ordinals and T r , for -a < 7 < β, be a copy of the deleted Tychonoff plank (i.e., T γ = (A % x A 2 \{(w 0 , w^}) x {7} where A { = {ordinals μ: 1 ^ μ £ w^} with the order topology, for i = 1, 2). Let X a , β be the quotient space of the topological sum of {T 7 : -a<Ί<β) with (n, w l9 7) identified to (n, w ί9 7 + 1) for n < w 0 and 7 even (limit ordinals are even) and with (w 0 , δ, 7) identified to (w 0 , 8,7 + 1) for δ < w 1 and 7 odd. Consider the coarser topology on Xa,β by enlarging the neighborhoods at the points (m, δ, 7) of T r , where 7 is a limit ordinal, to include some { (p, ε,v) :n<p^m,η<c ε ^ δ, ξ < v ^ 7} for some n <m,r/ < δ, and ξ < 7. Similarly, the neighborhoods at the points T_ r , where 7 is a limit ordinal, are enlarged. Let Y a , β denote the set X atβ plus two additional points b and a. When both a and β are not the immediate successor of limit ordinals, a topology σ is defined on Y a , β by Ueσ if Uf] X atβ is open in X a , β and 6 e Z7 (respectively, ae U) implies (i) T r^U (resp. Γ_ r £ Z7) for 7 > some f if β (resp. α) is a limit ordinal,
(ii) { (p, e, β-l) e T β^: n< p < w 0 , η < e < wj £ ί7 for some w < 0 and η < w 1 it β is a nonlimit ordinal, and (iii) {(p, ε, -a + 1) e Γ_ β+1 : n< p < w 0 , η < ε < w,} g U for some w < Wo and 27 < Wi if a is a nonlimit ordinal. (a) If a = β -Wo, then Y atβ is the well-known deleted Tychonoff spiral and such a space is regular [7] [16, 24] . Proof. The proof of (b) is similar to the proof of (a). To prove (a), let X be a minimal S(a) space where a is a limit ordinal. Let xeX and U be an open set containing x. For each y Φ x, there are S(α)-separated open families {U β , y : β < a) £^Vy and {V βty : β < a} £ ^Ϋl. The filter ^ generated by {f\ τ V β , y : T is finite subset of a x (X\{x})} is [an S(α:)-filter converging to x. So, there is a finite subset T£ a x (X\{x}) such that fir V β , y S U. Let R = {(β + 1, »): (/5, y e Γ}. Since α is a limit ordinal, V γ , y is defined for (7,2/) e i?. Then x e ΠE V uy and cl (Γb V r .») S U. There are open families {U n : ne N} y {V n :neN}^^r such that ί/Qcl U ί9 F^cl V ly U n a cl U n+ί and V n a cl F n+1 for n e N. The filter generated by {U f)V}U{U n Γ)V n : ne N} is a regular filter and an element of St Thus, U Π V e^" r . Sincê^7 then α(/)gα(/;). Suppose pgα(.f). Then ^" and are S(tί; 0 )-separated, and there is an open family {F n :neN}ŝ uch that p & cl F 1 and F w a cl F n+1 for % G N. The filter generated by {F n : neN} is a regular filter, and p<£a{J? r r ). THEOREM 
(a) A space is regular-closed if and only if it is S(w 0 )-closed and regular. (b) A space is minimal S(w 0 ) if and only if it is minimal regular.
Proof. The α only if" part of (a) follows from Lemma 3.6 and 3.1(a). The "if" part of (a) follows from the fact that a regular filter on a regular space is an S(w o )-filter. The "only if" part of (b) follows from Theorem 3.3, 3.1(b) , and the fact that a regular filter on a regular space is an S(w o )-fi.lteγ. To show the "if" part of (b), let (X, τ) be a minimal regular space and let σ be a coarser S(w 0 ) topology on X, By Lemma 3.5, for each point x e X, there is a coarser S(w 0 ) topology p on X such that ^K,P (^K relative to p) is a regular filter on (X, p). Since p £ σ £ τ, then ^Ϋl tP is a regular filter on (X, τ) and x is the unique τ-adherent point. By a theorem in [3, 7] , ^1,9 converges to x in (X, τ). Since this is true for each xe X, then τ = σ. COROLLARY Katetov-regular. Proof. The proof of (a) is similar to the Urysohn case [16] , (b) follows immediately from (a), and (c) follows immediately from (b) and Theorem 3.3(b) .
A space is Katetov-S(w Q ) if and only if it is
The results of 3.9 extend theorems in [2, 16, 18, 9, 23] . Our next theorem (the Hausdorff case was independently obtained by Mioduszewski [21] Katetov-S(n) , for all neN.
Proof. If X is a Katetov-S(w) space that is the countable union of nowhere dense compact sets, then X has a coarser minimal S(n) topology which is S(w)-closed by 3 l(c). Since nowhere dense, compact sets remain nowhere dense and compact in coarser Hausdorff topologies, then X with the coarser S(w)-closed topology is the countable union of nowhere dense, compact sets-a contradiction to Theorem 3.10.
An immediate consequence of Corollary 3.11 is that a countable space without isolated points is not Katetov-S(w) , in particular, the space of rational numbers. In response to a problem by Bourbaki [9] , Herrlich [16] shows that the space of rational numbers is not KatetovHausdorff Herrlich also proves that the space of rational numbers is not Katetov-regular. In light of Theorem 3.7, we can conclude that the space of rational numbers is not Katetov-S(α:) for a ^ w 0 . (a) [29] . Let X = {a} U {M U {cj where i, jeN.
A set US X is defined to be open if ae U implies {b iά : jeN and i ^ n) S U for some neN and c { e U implies {b^: j ^ n) SU for some neN.
X is S(α)-closed for all ordinals a > 0 but is not minimal S(a).
(b) [25] . Let τ denote the usual topology on unit interval /.
Partition /into subsets X(n), for neN; such that each X(n) is dense in 7. Let σ be the topology on I generated by τ U {X(2n -1): n e N} U {X(2n -1) U X(2n) U X(2n + l):neN}.
Stephenson [25] proved that (/, σ) is completely Hausdorff-closed and contains a free regular filter generated by {F(i, n): i, n e N) where The space F is S(^0)-closed and has no coarser regular topology. By Theorem 3.7, Y is not Katetov-S(w 0 ). 4* An extension theory for regular spaces* Before we develop an extension theory for regular spaces, it is necessary to investigate theories in a general setting. Let ^ be a class of topological spaces closed under homeomorphic images. 
. [4] A space is semiregular Hausdorff-closed if and only if it is minimal Hausdorff.
It is well-known [3, 6] that compact Hausdorff spaces are precisely the completely regular-closed spaces. Since there are noncompact, realcompact spaces, then the realcompact extension theory of completely regular spaces does not satisfy E3 although El and E2 are satisfied. It follows from the definition of ^closed, that the class of ^-closed spaces satisfy El and E3. The class of ^-closed spaces also satisfies E2 whenever ^ is the class of completely Hausdorff spaces [27] or the class of S(a) spaces by 3.2, but does not satisfy E2 when ^ is the class of regular spaces [16] . The regular-closed extension theory for regular spaces has been characterized in terms of proximities by Harris [14] . In the remainder of this paper, we advance an extension theory for regular spaces satisfying El and E2 and characterize the extension theory in terms of proximities.
The following useful result by Banaschewski [5] is frequently needed in the sequel. THEOREM 
[5]. Let Y be a regular extension of X, and for each y e Y, let J^y be the trace of the neighborhood filter Λ^ of the point y in Y. Let Z = {&\\ yeY}, and for ASX, let 0(A) denote \j^~y\ Aej^Γy). Then {0(?7): U open in X) forms an open basis for a topology on Z and f: Y-+Z: y-^-ά^y is a homeomorphism.
In this paper, we frequently identify the spaces Y and Z and for Agl, denote Comments. In a normal (includes ϊ\) space, it is straightforward to show that:
(a) every regular filter is a completely regular filter, (b) every maximal regular filter is a regular end and a maximal completely regular filter, and (c) every maximal completely regular filter is a maximal regular filter.
Alexandroff [1] has characterized βX, the Stone-Cech compactification of a completely regular space X, as the set of all maximal completely regular filters on X with the strict extension topology. Thus, for a normal space X, wX = βX, i.e., wX and βX are isomorphic as extensions of X. However, there is a completely regular space X for which wX Φ βX. Consider the completely regular space X 2)2 described in Example 2.10. An argument similar to the argument used for the Tychonoίf plank [13, p. 123] shows that βX 2i2 is the one-point compactification of X 2t2 . So there is precisely one free maximal completely regular filter, denoted as ^, on X 2 , 2 , namely, the trace on X 2t2 of the neighborhood filter of the point of infinity of βX 2ti . But %S is not a regular end since the disjoint sets T_ x and T x are closures of open sets and neither X 2t2 \T^ nor X 2t2 \T 1 belong to C 2/. By using the "w-corner" argument of [7] , it is straightforward to show that ^ is the only free maximal regular filter on X 2f2 . Since ^ is not a regular end, then wX 2f2 -X 2y2 implying wX 2f2 Φ THEOREM 4.6. Let X be a regular space. A regular space X is OCE-regular if X has no proper regular extension in which X is open combinatorially embedded. In particular, a regular-closed space is OC.β'-regular. Proof. The proof is straightforward.
COROLLARY 4.8. If X is regular, then wwX = wX.
Our extension theory for the class of regular spaces is the class of OC£ r -regular spaces. We obtain a characterization of this extension
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theory by combining the methods of Harris [14] and Leader [20] . A relation δ on a set Xis called an R-proximίty [14, 28] For notational convenience, we will write A < J3 for A$X\B, xδA for {#}<5A, and x < A for {#} < A. An iu-proximity ί on a set X induces a regular topology on X defined in the usual way of cl x A{xeX: xδA}. A filter /" on I is r<mτwZ if for each Fe^9 G < F for some Ge<β^, and a round filter J?~ is a round end if, for open J7, F^ X, J^~ meets £7 and cl x U$cl x V imply X\cl x Ve JK Some of the following facts are from Harris's article [14] ; the rest are easily verified. Proof.
Ad(a). Suppose yecl γ {O(U)).
Since U < V implies cl F ?7n cl F (X\F)=0 and since cl F U= cl r (O(U)), then yeY\d γ (X\V). Now (Γ\cl F (X\F))fΊ X=V, hence yeO(V). 
Ad(c). Let ^~ be a round end on X and gf the filter generated by the filter base {O(F):Fe^}.
It follows from (a) that gf is a regular filter. Suppose U and V are open subsets of Y such that cl F Z7Πcl F F = 0 and gf meets ί7. Thus, Fnί/^O for all fe j^
Now c\ x (U Π X)4 cl x (F n X) implies X\cl x (Fnl)e^; so, Proof.
Ad(a).
The neighborhood filter of a point in c δ X is a regular end and its trace on X is a z/-round end by Lemma 4.15; hence, as sets c δ XξΞ:W δ X. Using Theorem 4.3, it is easy to check that the topology of c δ X is the relative subspace topology of w δ X.
Ad(b).
Since wc δ X and w δ X are regular extensions of X, then by Theorem 4.3, it suffices to show that the set of traces on X of neighborhood filters on wc δ X is the set of all zf-round ends, which follows from Lemma 4.15 (b, c) and Theorem 4.6 (d) . We now characterize those c-proximities that induce the same OC£7-regular extension. Proof. Suppose ^(λ) -Ψ(δ), then a filter is a δ-round end if and only if it is a λ-round end. Suppose cl Γ Uδ cl x V. Since δ is a c-proximity, there is a δ-round end ^ (and hence a λ-round end) that meets both U and V. It follows that cl x Ux cl x V. Similarly, cl x ί7λ cl x V implies cl x Uδ cl x V. To show the converse, it suffices to prove that a δ-round end j^~ is a λ-round end. Let Fe^T There are open sets G, He ^ such that cl x G<, δ int x cl x H and cl x H <Ξ F.
To show ^~ is a λ-round end, suppose cl x UK cl x V and ^ meets £7. Then cl x U$ c\ x V implying X\cl x Ve J?~. This completes the proof that j^~ is a λ-round end.
For the OCi7-regular extensions to be characterized, in contrast to simply being generated as done in Corollaries 4.18 and 4.19, we must produce a subset of & e (X) on which Ψ is one-to-one and onto if (X). To accomplish this, we define an ϋί-proximity S on I to be an OCER-proximity if for A, B g X, AδB is equivalent to the existence of a round end meeting both A and B. Certainly, an OCERproximity is a c-proximity. For a regular space X, let & 0 (X) denote the set of OCi7i?-proximities on X compatible with the topology on X. It is natural to inquire if &(X) for a regular space X has a protective maximum-wX seems to be a likely candidate. The following lemma and theorems answer this question. Recall that the Wallman proximity δ w [14, 11] on a regular space X is defined by Aδ w B if cl x A Π cl x B Φ 0. δ w is a c-proximity com-patible with the topology of X. Also, w δw X = wX. Let δ Q -δ wX . Now δ w s <?o> but δ w ~ δ 0 is false as illustrated when X is the deleted Tychonoff plank. Thus, in this case, δ w is a c-proximity but not an OCi£β-proximity. We now show that if §?(X) has a protective maximum, it is wX. We now give a necessary condition for wX to be a projective maximum in £?(JS"). For a regular space X, Alexandroff [1] constructed an extension aX which is the set of all maximal regular filters on X with the strict extension topology, i.e. Proof. Both (b) and (c) follow readily from (a). To prove (a), we need to show that a maximal regular filter ^~ on X is a regular end. Let Y be the set X (j {J^} and define a set Z7ϋ Y to be open if U Π X is open in X and ^ e U implies F ξΞ= U for some F e ^~. Y is a regular extension of X, and wY is an OCi?-regular extension of X. There is a continuous function /: wX-+wY which leaves X pointwise fixed. Thus, a regular end contains ^7 and by 4.12, î s a regular end.
An example of a locally compact, Hausdorff space X in which there is no projective maximum in ^(X) is the space X 2 , 2 used in the comment preceeding Theorem 4.6. So, wX 2f2 -X 2 , 2 is not projectively larger than βX 2f2 which is an OCi?-regular extension. This also shows that the mapping X->wX is not an epi-reflection [17] from the category of regular spaces and continuous functions to the full subcategory of OC.E'-regular spaces.
&(X), for a regular space X, contains all the regular-closed extensions of X. So, this extension theory subsumes the regular-closed extension theory by Harris [14] . In particular, an i?C-proximity is an OC-Biϊ-proximity; even more, every maximal round filter relative to an i?C-proximity is a round end. Also, a WE-proximitj as defined by Harris [15] is a c-proximity.
Leader [20] introduced the term regulator. For our purposes a regulator [20, Cor. 2(a) ] compatible with a regular space X is a pair (^, <) where & is a basis of regular-open sets of X and "<" is a binary relation on & satisfying (1) i<ΰgC implies A < C, (2) A < B implies cl x Ag5, and ( 3) for x e X, & x = {Be &\ x e B} is a round filter basis. For each regulator (.^, <) compatible with X, Leader constructs a regular extension (denoted as c^X) which is the set of all ^-round ends (â -round end is a round filter J^ in ^ with the additional property that if A < B where A, Be ^ and ^~ meets A, then Be ^) with the strict extension topology.
Suppose (0, <) is compatible with X. Define AδB if cl F A Π cl^ J5 ^ 0 where cl^ A denotes the closure of A in c^ X (i.e., AδB means some ^-round end meets both A and B). By Lemma 4.15, δ is a c-proximity, and by Corollary 4.17, ZSc^J£c 3 J= w g X. On the other hand, if δ is an lϋ-proximity on a set Xand & is a basis of regular-open sets, then the "<" induced by δ and restricted to & is a regulator. So, there are three regular extensions c δ X, w δ X, and c^X of X. If ^' is the set of all regular-open sets of X, then every ^'-round end is a filter base for a δ-round end and every (5-round end is generated by some ^'-round end; thus, c δ X and c^,X are isomorphic extensions of X. In particular, if δ is a c-proximity, then w δ X and c^,X are isomorphic extensions of X. Thus, the set of regular completions induced by regulators compatible with X contains the set of OCE-regular extensions.
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